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bandwagoning effects 78, 79–83,
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173–178
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160–163
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108–110, 111–113
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104–105
performance improvement
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resource-based view 105–106
VRIO framework 105–106

performance measures, different
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R&D (research and development)
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135–138
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decision-making 140
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span-of-control problem 27–28
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Sparta 162
specificity
costly contracts theory 41
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stakeholders, impacts of outsourcing 72

Stork Industrial Modules, electronic
auction experience 127–128

strategic flexibility though outsourcing
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strategic focus 23–24
strategic outsourcing notion 7–8

benefits for consultants 148
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influence of 147
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potentially flawed assumptions
147–151

supplier-driven rhetoric 148
transformational outsourcing 148

strategizing approaches 43
subcontracting 7–8, 9
supplier networks

embedded networks 119–120
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supplier relations
buyer–supplier relationships 6
external span of control 108–110,
111–113

Toyota example 111–112
value added through joint activity
118–120

see also external span of control
suppliers

motivation and identity issues
101–103

opportunistic behavior 27

‘‘taper integration’’ 39
Tata Group 14, 41, 102–103
TCE see transaction cost economics

(TCE) perspective
technical contractors (US) 131–132
technological developments

impacts on outsourcing 13
influence on optimal outsourcing
levels 124–130, 134
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attempts to emulate 112
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